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In [l] I began a study of the actions of the additive group on algebraic varieties. 
The objectives of that study were (1) to compute rings of invariants for basic 
G,-actions in characteristic zero and (2) to develop an analogue of geometric 
invariant theory for general linear algebraic groups. More success has been 
achieved with regard to the latter than the former. In particular [l, Theorem 2.31 
is incorrect. While the error in [l] alluded to above has been known for some time 
by many researchers interested in such matters, it was first pointed out to the 
author by D. Verma and H. Bass. To them my thanks. 
Fix k, an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic, and let H = G, be 
the additive algebraic group over k. It sits in SL(2, k) as the group of upper 
triangular unipotent matrices. Let X denote an irreducible affine variety over k 
with coordinate ring R. If H acts on X k-morphically, then the co-action 
(T : R+ R[ T] = R El k[ H] extends to a ring homomorphism K* K(T) where K is 
the function field of X. An element f in K is said to have F-order one if 
c(f) = f + T. If S = a/b with a,b in R, then f has u-order one whenever c(b) = b 
and a(a) = a + bT. Let us suppose that this is the case. Then X,, is in a natural 
way a trivial affine H-variety. Indeed, if W= ~~‘(0) n X,, then the morphism 
H X W-+ X, given on closed points by (h, w)* h . w is an isomorphism with 
inverse x -+ (f(x), -f( x ). ) . x smce a(-f(x) . x) = u(x) - f(x)b(x) = a(x) - U(X) = 0. 
This isomorphism is easily seen to be H-equivariant. Consequently, Rf is 
isomorphic to k[W]. 
Using the function f we can define a retraction Xf of R, onto A b where A = RH. 
The homomorphism X, is the composition R, G Rh[ T] -% R, where (Y is evaluation 
at T=-f. If rER,, then we have for A E H, x E X, 
Xf(r)( A ’ x> = a(r)l T= _f( A ’ x, = c 5(-f >‘( A ’ x, 
=Crj(h.x)(-f(h.:))j=Crj(h-x)(-f(x)-A)’ 
j I 
= r(-f(x) - A). (A . x) = 7(-f(x). x) 
= C rj(x)(-f(x))j = xf(‘)(x) ’ 
I 
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This computation shows that Xf(r) is invariant. Clearly Xf is the identity on A,. In 
particular, if explicit generators of R, are given, then we can compute A, = 
Xf(Rh). 
Now suppose that X is a basic H-module, i.e. the n-symmetric product k2. 
Then, if xi,. . ,x,+~ are the coordinate functions of X as in [l], then the 
function f = x,/x,+ 1 has a-order 1 so that we may compute A, as above. These 
yield the fundamental invariants of [l, Proposition 1.21. In fact, Fi = xJx,). xt;, 
where di = y1 - i, 1 5 i 5 II - 1. In [l, Theorem 2.31 it was incorrectly asserted 
that A could be computed from the fundamental polynomial invariants and some 
elementary relations among them. In essence the mistake lies in the assertions of 
[l, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.21. Precisely, the assertion is made in the proof of [l, 
Lemma 2.11 that V( cj,) is reduced and irreducible. But qi = y; - (n - i - l)‘y~I~ 
if (2, n - i) = 1 for 15 i 5 II - 3 and qi = qi mod yn_2 so that V( qi) need not be 
reduced. Moreover, in general, a fiber product of reduced and irreducible 
subschemes of an irreducible subscheme need not be irreducible. The same types 
of erroneous assertions are made in the proof of [l, Lemma 2.21. Recently, Popov 
[2] has given estimates for the embedding dimension of the ring of SL(2, k)- 
invariants in R. His estimates show that the number 2(n + 1) - 4 = 2n - 2 given in 
[l] is much too small. For more details on such matters the reader may consult 
Popov’s paper, especially his bibliography. 
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